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We demonstrate consistency of the theory with an AdS4 brane embedded in AdS5 by showing
that despite the presence of a nonvanishing mass parameter for the lightest KK mode of the graviton,
one can choose a gauge in which it has only two propagating polarization states. It is interesting that
this gauge transformation acts on all KK modes, and not just the lightest mode, so it is different from
conventional four-dimensional general covariance, which only transforms a single spin-2 mode. The
absence of extra polarization states demonstrates that five-dimensional general covariance protects
the lowest lying mode from suffering a VVDZ discontinuity at the classical and quantum level.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently it was observed that a four dimensional AdS
theory derived from a brane embedded in AdS5 repro-
duces correctly a four-dimensional theory of gravity, de-
spite the presence of a mass parameter [1]. It was shown
by M. Porrati [2] and I. Kogan et.al. [3] that this is not
in contradiction with the Van Dam Veltman Zakharov
(VVDZ) [4] discontinuity, which in flat space says that
the limit of a massive graviton as the mass goes to zero is
not a massless graviton, because additional polarization
states survive. However, it was observed in [5] that the
VVDZ discontinuity could reappear for a single massive
spin 2 excitation at the one-loop level.
In this paper, we show that this quantum inconsistency
does not apply to an AdSAdS setup1. We argue on the
basis of general covariance of the higher dimensional the-
ory that there cannot exist a VVDZ discontinuity. In
other words, the theory containing not just the lowest
lying mode, but the full tower of massive spin 2 modes,
respects gauge invariance. Since the whole tower of mas-
sive spin 2 excitations can run in the loop, the propagator
knows at the loop level whether we are describing a single
massive 4d mode, or a tower of 4d modes that comes from
a manifestly gauge invariant 5d embedding. If such a 5d
embedding exists, as is the case for the AdS4 brane in
AdS5, gauge invariance protects the propagator against
the VVDZ discontinuity even at the quantum level. In
essence, we can gauge away the three spurious polariza-
tion states of the light graviton state.
Our outline is as follows. In the next section, we sum-
marize the counting of degrees of freedom. In Section
3, we discuss the fluctuation spectrum around an AdS4
brane to show explicitly that the only propagating modes
of the graviton are the transverse traceless modes. How-
ever one still has three residual gauge invariances act-
ing on all the massive modes. In Section 4 we explicitly
demonstrate a gauge where the lowest lying mode has
only two polarization states despite the non-zero mass pa-
rameter. We conclude in Section 5, and speculate about
the possibility of a non-local 4D eective description that
is manifestly gauge invariant.
II. COUNTING PROPAGATING DEGREES OF
FREEDOM
The theory we consider is fundamentally a ve-
dimensional theory of gravity. Therefore, there are
naively fteen polarizations. It is clear that one can go
into axial gauge, where there are only ten polarization
states. We can now proceed in several dierent ways to
further eliminate gauge artifacts. We can rst choose
Transverse-Traceless (TT) gauge, in which both the lon-
gitudinal states and the trace are eliminated for all the
KK modes. This explicitly demonstrates the absence of
a physical ghost scalar. After making this gauge choice,
there are three residual gauge invariances. However, they
do not act in a simple way on the remaining states since
their equation of motion is dierent from that of the
gauge parameter. This suces to show in the abstract
that there are only two propagating degrees of freedom.
In Section 4, we explicitly eliminate all but two de-
grees of freedom for the lightest mode. We do this by
rst choosing axial gauge for the four-dimensional mode,
1We denote the theory of [1] in which an AdS4 brane is embedded inside AdS5 as AdSAdS.
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and only afterwards choosing TT gauge. In this proce-
dure however, we only choose TT gauge for the lightest
mode; the heavy KK modes are not transverse-traceless.
III. MODE ANALYSIS FOR THE ADS4 BRANE
In this section, we explicitly analyze the modes of the
AdS4 brane, considered in Ref. [1,6{8] and nd that there
is no ghost in the spectrum; that is, the TT modes suf-
ce and any apparent ghost is a gauge artifact [9]. We
show that even after gauging away all but the ve trans-
verse traceless polarization states for all the modes, we
are left with a residual gauge invariance which we will
later use to eliminate all but two physical polarizations
for the lowest lying mode. This is true even though the
almost-zero-mode is massive. We are using the same con-
ventions and background solution as in [1]. The gauge
transformations read
h55 ! h55 − 2e−2Aξ5′ (1)
hµν ! hµν + (rµξν +rµξν) + 2A0gµνξ5 (2)
hµ5 ! hµ5 − e−2Arµξ5 + gµνξν′ (3)
It is clear there is a choice of gauge where hµ5 = h55 =
0. We want to study transformations that leave this
gauge choice invariant. They are required to satisfy
ξ5 = 5(x) (4)





The equations of motion demand





















(rρrµhνρ +rρrνhµρ) + 3hµν = 0 .
with the boundary condition h0µν = 0
A generic solution to the bulk equations of motion can
be brought into the form [1]




with  satisfying r2 = 4, where we have used the
µ degrees of freedom and the equations of motion to x
G(0) = 0. Both h = − 83λ and rµhµν = − 23λrν are
r-independent. Notice that  is essentially the brane-
bending [10] degree of freedom. This can be seen from
the boundary conditions which are
h0µν = 0 = h
TT ′
µν + 2e
−2A(rµrν − gµν) (10)
where TT stands for transverse traceless. In the absence
of matter, we can use the 5 degree of freedom to elimi-
nate .
Although we introduced the  eld in the previous
analysis to follow Refs. [11,12,1], we could have used
gauge invariance from the start to see that the introduc-
tion of  was superfluous. A faster way to arrive at the
same conclusion (that is tracelessness of the graviton) is
to rst gauge x the generic solution to the µ5 and 55 as
much as possible before studying the µν equation. From
the 55 equation, we get e2Ah0 = c(x). The boundary
conditions e2A(0)h0 = 0 require c(x) = 0. So h = f(x).
As in a purely four dimensional analysis, we then use the
µ gauge transformations to eliminate f . Similarly, the
µ5 equations require rµhµν = gν(x) and we can elimi-
nate the longitudinal parts as well. The remaining hµν is
now manifestly transverse and traceless. In both cases,
it is crucial that there is only a single brane; a second
boundary condition would ruin our ability to restrict to
TT modes only. For example, our analysis would not
apply to the GRS model [13].
Notice that we still have three residual gauge invari-
ances, corresponding to the µ present in (2) and (5).
These preserve the axial and TT gauge choices made so
far as long as they satisfy
rµµ = 0 (11)
to preserve tracelessness and in addition
rµrµν + Rµν µ = 0 (12)
to preserve transverse gauge. Since the equations of mo-
tion for the metric fluctuation are dierent from (12),
which can be read as an equation of motion for the gauge
parameter, we can not just simply set three components
of the almost zero mode to zero. However, one can use
the residual gauge invariances to express three of the po-
larization states in terms of the two physical propagating
polarizations and all the heavy modes.
This was always clear of course just from counting de-
grees of freedom vs. number of residual gauge invari-
ances. The unusual property of our theory is that we
have gauge invariance despite the fact that all the spin
2 excitations are massive. Gauge invariance does not
act on any given mode alone, but mixes all the massive
modes. From equation (5), we see that the gauge pa-
rameter µ is constant in the extra dimension, that is it
is proportional to the non-normalizable true zero mode
[15]. Any normalizable mode shifts under a gauge tran-
formation proportional to the overlap of its wavefunction
with the true zero mode. This overlap is non-vanishing
for all modes. It is however much larger for the very light
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mode as compared to all the heavy modes. No truncation
to any nite subset alone is gauge invariant.
It is interesting to contrast this to what happens in
ordinary KK compactications on a circle of radius R as
discussed in [16]. There one has an innite number of
gauge invariances parametrized by a gauge parameters




n(x) sin(2npi/R x5). (13)
In this case 0 acts only on the zero mode and can be
identied with ordinary 4d gauge invariance. The ad-
ditional gauge invariances n act on the whole tower of
modes and are broken in any nite truncation of the the-
ory [16]. In our case, already the zero mode of the gauge
transformation mixes all the modes, even though in the
flat space limit its action on all but the lightest mode
becomes insignicant near the brane.
In the presence of sources, one could follow the pro-
cedure outlined in [14]. There, one rst nds the prole
for the trace and longitudinal components of the metric.
These no longer vanish but are given in terms of dier-
ential equations involving r only; that is, they do not
propagate in the four-dimensional spacetime. One then
uses these components as extra sources to propagate the
massive TT modes. The upshot is that the only prop-
agating degrees of freedom are the massive TT modes.
There is no ghost in the spectrum.
IV. CHOOSING A GAUGE WITH TWO
POLARIZATIONS
In this section we explicitly demonstrate a gauge in
which all but two polarization states of the lightest mode
are eliminated. For convenience, instead of using the
gauge transformations (12) and (11), which keep the mas-
sive modes transverse traceless, we will choose a gauge
in which the dynamics of the lowest lying mode is more
transparent. The price we have to pay for using up all
our gauge invariances to remove three polarizations out of
the lightest mode in this fashion is that now the physics
of the heavy modes is more complicated. In particu-
lar, while the heavy modes still describe ve polariza-
tion states each, they will no longer be transverse trace-






where i, j run over 0,1,2. We can use the remaining µ
gauge transformations to choose axial gauge for the low-
est lying mode:
hm0µ3 (xi, x3) = 0. (15)
Let us stress that this gauge transformation acts on all
modes, and hence we are implicitly using the gauge in-




we note that in this gauge we are still free to make the
residual gauge transformations
Hij ! Hij + ∂ij(xk) + ∂ji(xk) (17)





We now consider the projection of the 33-component




−2p−Λx3 + R33(Hm0ij ) + 3e
−2p−Λx3Hm033 = 0.
(18)
Here we have used the wave equation for the KK-mode
wavefunction and the fact that h = f(x). In our gauge,
however, this equation simplies to read
∂3(e−2
p−Λx3∂3Hm0) = 0, (19)
where Hm0 = ηijHm0ij . Similarly, the 3i-component
equation simplies to give
∂3(∂kHm0ik − ∂iHm0) = 0. (20)
Hence, we can use the residual transformations (17) to
choose transverse traceless gauge for Hm0ij . Consequently,
the lowest lying mode has only two polarizations, while
nonetheless obeying a massive wave equation.
V. OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that for an AdS4 brane
embedded in a AdS5-based theory, we can choose a gauge
such that the lightest KK fluctuation mode contains only
two polarization states, despite the presence of a nonzero
mass parameter. As a consequence, the gravitational
propagator associated with the AdS4 brane has to have
a smooth limit as the cosmological constant goes to zero;
there are no large contributions from additional polariza-
tions. For the fluctuation spectrum in the background of
the AdS4 brane this follows from 4d coordinate invari-
ance, which leads to a gauge symmetry permuting the
tower of massive spin 2 modes. Since at the tree level
the propagator of a single spin 2 particle cannot be sen-
sitive to the presence of a tower of other spin 2 particles,
it is clear that there can’t be a discontinuity even for a
theory of a single spin 2 excitation. At the loop level, the
massive spin 2 modes contribute, and unless they arise
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from a 5d theory with manifest 4d gauge invariance, like
in our case of the AdS4 brane, the VVDZ discontinuity
could reappear as shown in [5].
An interesting question is if these fluctuations can be
desribed by an eective 4d action. Since the mass of the
lowest mode is of order 2, it might be expected that the
mass term arises from terms that are quadratic in the
curvature. However it is easy to show that in four di-
mensions, local curvature squared terms change neither
the mass for the zero mode, nor the AdS curvature. That
is, the background solution is unchanged, and there is no
mass generated for the linear perturbations. To see the
latter, observe that to linear order in the fluctuation, and
to second order in derivatives, the only gauge invariant








(1) + 3hMN .
Here, R(1)MN and R
(1) are the linearized Ricci tensor and
Ricci scalar, respectively, while hMN is the metric fluc-
tuation. Thus, all linearized higher curvature terms are
either proportional to this combination, or are traces and
derivatives of it. To nd the possible mass terms to rst
order in L2, it is sucient to substitute the solution to
the zeroeth order Einstein equation into the above equa-
tion of motion. As all higher curvature terms contain the
above combination (set to zero by Einstein’s equations),
one nds that such terms vanish, and hence do not con-
tribute a mass. This argument shows that one cannot
construct a local eective Lagrangian of metric fluctua-
tions alone that reproduces the physics of the brane fluc-
tuations.
Of course there are several other possibilities. One
way out would be to have a non-local 4d eective ac-
tion. It seems reasonable that this way one can produce
a mass term of order 2 from higher curvature terms
by a mechamism analogous to the Debye mass in crys-
tals. This non-local eective action might be the result
of integrating out a CFT. In fact, it is clear that the con-
struction of a 4D eective theory is subtle, since it is not
even true that all regions of space see four-dimensional
gravity.
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